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The human face transmits a wealth of signals that readily provide crucial information for

social interactions, such as facial identity and emotional expression. Yet, a fundamental

question remains unresolved: does the face information for identity and emotional

expression categorization tap into common or distinct representational systems? To

address this question we tested PS, a pure case of acquired prosopagnosia with bilateral

occipitotemporal lesions anatomically sparing the regions that are assumed to contribute

to facial expression (de)coding (i.e., the amygdala, the insula and the posterior superior

temporal sulcus e pSTS). We previously demonstrated that PS does not use information

from the eye region to identify faces, but relies on the suboptimal mouth region. PS's

abnormal information use for identity, coupled with her neural dissociation, provides a

unique opportunity to probe the existence of a dichotomy in the face representational

system. To reconstruct the mental models of the six basic facial expressions of emotion in

PS and age-matched healthy observers, we used a novel reverse correlation technique

tracking information use on dynamic faces. PS was comparable to controls, using all facial

features to (de)code facial expressions with the exception of fear. PS's normal (de)coding of

dynamic facial expressions suggests that the face system relies either on distinct repre-

sentational systems for identity and expression, or dissociable cortical pathways to access

them. Interestingly, PS showed a selective impairment for categorizing many static facial

expressions, which could be accounted for by her lesion in the right inferior occipital gyrus.

PS's advantage for dynamic facial expressions might instead relate to a functionally distinct

and sufficient cortical pathway directly connecting the early visual cortex to the spared

pSTS. Altogether, our data provide critical insights on the healthy and impaired face sys-

tems, question evidence of deficits obtained from patients by using static images of facial

expressions, and offer novel routes for patient rehabilitation.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The human face transmits a wealth of visual signals relevant

for the identification and the categorization of facial expres-

sions of emotion. The brain, as a decoder, flexibly filters the

incoming visual information transmitted by the face to rapidly

achieve complex perceptual categorizations (Schyns, Petro, &

Smith, 2009). For example, the uniqueness of facial features

characterizing a given individual, and their overall organiza-

tion in the face, constitute the core information for identifi-

cation and also for dissociating familiar fromunfamiliar faces.

Other signals can also be extracted from faces, such as the

cues disclosing age (e.g., George & Hole, 1995), gender (e.g.,

Brown & Perrett, 1993; Ekman & Friesen, 1976, 1978; Schyns,

Bonnar, & Gosselin, 2002; Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio,

1988), race (e.g., Caldara & Abdi, 2006; Caldara, Rossion,

Bovet, & Hauert, 2004; Vizioli, Foreman, Rousselet, &

Caldara, 2010; Vizioli, Rousselet, & Caldara, 2010) and

emotional state (e.g., Bruce & Young, 1986; Calder & Young,

2005; Ekman & Friesen, 1976, 1978; Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin,

& Schyns, 2005). Overt emotional states can also be extrac-

ted from face signals; they are mostly conveyed by facial ex-

pressions of emotion. The basic signals (i.e., “happy,”

“surprise,” “fear,” “disgust,” “anger,” and “sad”) are only

weakly correlated with each other to minimize confusions for

their decoding (Smith et al., 2005), and we recently reported

cross-cultural tunings in the way the emotion signals are

transmitted and decoded (Jack, Blais, Scheepers, Schyns, &

Caldara, 2009; Jack, Caldara, & Schyns, 2012; Jack, Garrod,

Yu, Caldara, & Schyns, 2012). Yet, a fundamental question

remains unresolved: does the face information used to

recover identity and emotional expressions tap into common

or distinct representational systems?

According to influential cognitive (Bruce & Young, 1986)

and neuroanatomical (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000)

models of face processing, two distinct functional and neural

systems accomplish the recognition of facial identity and

facial expression. The first system e performing facial iden-

tification (Haxby et al., 2000) e is proposed to mainly involve

the inferior occipital gyri and lateral fusiform gyrus, whereas

the second system e performing facial expression categori-

zation e is proposed to involve the inferior occipital gyri, the

posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and the amygdala

(for a review see, Calder & Young, 2005; Pessoa, 2008). How-

ever, some authors have questioned the idea of independence

between those systems, by mainly relying on results from

computational modelling and neuroimaging evidence (Calder,

2011; Calder & Young, 2005). A single model based on a Prin-

cipal Component Analysis (PCA) can achieve independent

coding of facial identity and facial expression, suggesting the

possible existence of a multidimensional system, with a more

partial than absolute independence (Calder, Burton, Miller,

Young, & Akamatsu, 2001). These simulations have thus

challenged the view of an independence between the coding

for identity and expression, at least suggesting that those

models are less strongly supported than what is often

assumed (Calder & Young, 2005). In line with this position,

Palermo, O'Connor, Davis, Irons, and McKone (2013) have

recently put forward the theory of a first common step in the
processing of expression and identity, and the occurrence of a

splitting at a later stage; a view that is in agreement with the

functional involvement of the inferior occipital gyrus as the

entry level for both tasks (Calder & Young, 2005; Haxby et al.,

2000; Pitcher, 2014). However, even though a neural dissocia-

tion for the processing of identity and emotional expression is

supported by electrophysiological studies in primates (e.g.,

Hasselmo, Rolls, & Baylis, 1989) functional neuroimaging in

humans (e.g., Winston, Henson, Fine-Goulden, & Dolan, 2004)

and brain-damaged patients (Haxby et al., 2000), recent evi-

dence suggests that the neural computations occurring in the

inferior occipital gyrus and the right pSTS are functionally

distinct and have a causal involvement in processing facial

expressions (Pitcher, Duchaine, & Walsh, 2014). To sum up,

more evidence is necessary to clarify this debate and, as

acknowledged by Calder and Young (2005), further studies

with brain-damaged patients are necessary to probe the hy-

pothesis of distinct visuoperceptual systems for facial identity

and facial expression categorization.

Following brain lesions, some patients lose the ability to

recognize facial identity, despite no other obvious impair-

ments of the visual system and a preserved identification via

other modalities (e.g., voice, gait and so forth). The specificity

of this face recognition deficit is spectacular, rare and has

elicited considerable attention within the neuropsychological

literature since the first clinical observations (Quaglino, 1867;

Wigan, 1844) and the introduction of the term prosopagnosia

by Bodamer (1947). Acquired prosopagnosia typically follows

brain damage to bilateral occipitotemporal areas (e.g.,

Damasio, Damasio, & Van Hoesen, 1982; Farah, 1990; Landis,

Regard, Bliestle, & Kleihues, 1988; Sergent & Signoret, 1992).

Anatomical descriptions of prosopagnosia endorse the

necessary and sufficient role of the right hemisphere (Landis

et al., 1988; Sergent & Signoret, 1992) in the occipitotemporal

pathway of face processing (for a review see, Bouvier & Engel,

2004). The clinical and anatomical conditions of proso-

pagnosia have always received great interest in cognitive

neuroscience, as they clarify the neurofunctional mecha-

nisms of normal face processing. The different sub-functions

of the cognitive architecture of face processing have been

isolated by the occurrence of distinct double dissociations in

brain-damaged patients, for instance: a functional segrega-

tion between the ability to recognize unfamiliar and familiar

faces (e.g., Malone, Morris, Kay,& Levin, 1982) and between lip

reading and face identification (Campbell, Landis, & Regard,

1986). Yet, the neuropsychological literature remains contro-

versial on the spared ability of prosopagnosic patients to

identify facial expressions despite their impairment to

recognize facial identity, and on patients showing impaired

facial expression recognition with preserved facial identity

recognition (for a detailed review see, Calder, 2011). Some ac-

quired prosopagnosic patients showed a marked impairment

in the categorization of facial expressions (Bowers, Bauer,

Coslett, & Heilman, 1985; De Gelder, Pourtois, Vroomen, &

Bachoud-Levi, 2000; De Renzi & Di Pellegrino, 1998; Hum-

phreys, Donnelly, & Riddoch, 1993). Other studies reported

preserved recognition of emotion in acquired prosopagnosia

(Bruyer et al., 1983; Cole& Perez-Cruet, 1964; Mattson, Levin,&

Grafman, 2000; Sergent & Villemure, 1989; Shuttleworth,

Syring,&Allen, 1982; Tranel et al., 1988; Young, Newcombe, de
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Haan, Small, & Hay, 1993). In addition, as pointed out by

Calder and Young (2005) and Calder (2011), the decoding of

face identity, as well as facial expressions of emotion, acti-

vates a similar network of regions in the occipitotemporal

cortex. Facial expression impairments in patients are often

correlated with a deficit to decode emotions from other mo-

dalities, which suggests a general, multimodal deficit in those

patients, rather than a selective impairment of facial expres-

sion representations. In addition, a better understanding of

the patients' information use (i.e., representations) for both

tasks is necessary to clearly understand the very nature of the

deficits in the face processing system (Calder & Young, 2005;

Calder et al., 2011). Consequently, the question of dissocia-

tion between the identity and expression systems with ac-

quired cases of prosopagnosia remains unclear.

To address this issue, we tested PS e a pure case of ac-

quired prosopagnosia. PS is a 64-year-old woman (born in

1950) who sustained a closed-head injury in 1992. PS shows

normal object recognition (e.g., Busigny, Graf, Mayer, &

Rossion, 2010; Rossion et al., 2003) and relies on atypical

cues to determine the identity of a person, such as voice,

clothes, or other salient non-face features (e.g., glasses,

haircut, beard, posture). She hasmajor lesions on the left mid-

ventral and the right inferior occipital cortex. Minor lesions of

the left posterior cerebellum and the right middle temporal

gyrus were also detected (for a complete anatomical descrip-

tion see, Rossion, 2008; Sorger, Goebel, Schiltz, & Rossion,

2007), whereas the regions that are assumed to be critical for

the decoding of emotional expressions (i.e., the amygdala, the

insula and the pSTS) are anatomically spared. Note that even

if the occipital temporal regions are not playing a central role

for facial expression decoding, the right inferior occipital

gyrus is damaged in PS and represents the entry level for

expression and identity in posited neuroanatomical models

(Haxby et al., 2000; Pitcher, 2014). Thus, it remains to be clar-

ified whether these lesions in the patient have also an impact

on the processing of facial expressions. Of interest, we previ-

ously used a response classification technique e Bubbles e to

reveal the diagnostic information used by PS for face identi-

fication (Caldara et al., 2005). Bubbles is a response classifica-

tion technique sampling the information in 3-D space (2D

image � spatial frequencies) (Gosselin & Schyns, 2001), to

present sparse versions of the faces as stimuli. Observers

categorize the sparse stimuli, and Bubbles keeps track of the

samples of information that lead to correct and incorrect

identification responses. From this information, we can

establish how each region of the input space contributed to

face identification performance and depict the diagnostic in-

formation used to effectively decode the stimulus. In contrast

to healthy observers, PS did not use information from the eye

region to identify familiar faces, but instead the lower part of

the face, including the mouth and the external contours. To

sumup, PS's well-established bias to use information from the

mouth to identify faces and her anatomical neural dissocia-

tion provide a unique opportunity to probe the existence of a

dichotomy in the representations used for facial identity and

expression categorization.

Here, we first assessed her categorization performance of

the six facial expressions of emotion using the classical Ekman

and Friesen (1976) FACS (Facial Action Coded System) static face
database. The FACS provides an anatomical taxonomy of the

human muscles activated during the transmission of facial

expressions of emotion (Ekman& Friesen, 1978), by quantifying

facial movements for every expression in terms of so-called

Action Units (AUs e each of them relating to a particular

muscle). We then modelled PS's 3D dynamic mental repre-

sentations of the six classic facial expressions by using a dy-

namic FACS-based Generative Face Grammar (GFG, see Fig. 1,

the methods section and Yu, Garrod, & Schyns, 2012) on the

AUs combined with a reverse correlation technique (see the

methods and also Jack, Caldara, et al., 2012). The use of dy-

namic facial expressions provides a more ecologically valid

approach to study the perception and processing of facial ex-

pressions, as our natural environment is surrounded with dy-

namic, temporal and multimodal information (Johnston,

Mayes, Hughes, & Young, 2013). Pertinently, it has also been

recently demonstrated that there is a causal involvement of the

right pSTS in the processing of dynamic facial information

(Pitcher et al., 2014), a region anatomically spared in PS.

The main goal of our study was to test whether the rep-

resentations for identity and facial expressions are distinct or

common. Mapping out the facial features used by a proso-

pagnosic patient to perform facial expression categorization is

necessary to achieve this goal. As PS shows a suboptimal use

of facial information for identity (i.e., by using the mouth re-

gion and external contours), we put forward the hypothesis

that if she adequately uses all facial features for expression

categorization, this observation would support the hypothesis

of distinct sets of representations for identity and emotion

recognition.
2. Participants

2.1. PS's case report

PS is a 64-year-old case of acquired prosopagnosia with

normal object recognition. Despite the multiple and extensive

brain lesions in the occipitotemporal cortex, PS recoveredwell

in the months following her accident and with the support of

neuropsychological rehabilitation she restarted working as a

kindergarten teacher. PS's low-level vision is well preserved

with a good visual acuity in both eyes, except to a small right

paracentral scotoma. She reads normally (although slowly)

and has normal object perception and recognition, even for

subordinate-level discriminations (Rossion et al., 2003). How-

ever, as a consequence of the lesions, she reports her face

recognition is severely impaired, even for close relatives

(husband, children, mother, father) and her own. PS can

categorize a face as a face, discriminate faces fromobjects and

from a complex scene background, even at brief presentations

(Schiltz et al., 2006). Her ability to categorize gender is

impaired, in both accuracy and sensitivity (Rossion et al.,

2003). Her performance in categorizing facial expressions is

not as good as those of controls. In a 3AFC expression cate-

gorization task where the stimuli were presented for a

maximum of 10 sec, PS's reaction times were significantly

slower than those of controls and her response accuracy was

below range for the first block of expressions comprising joy,

fear and anger. She was normal for the second block testing

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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Fig. 1 e Stimulus generation e On each trial, the generative face grammar (GFG) randomly selected a subset of action units

(AUs; AU17, AU10L, and AU9 are shown here with colour-coded labels) and values for six temporal parameters (see the

colour-coded AU curves, which illustrate the amplitude and acceleration or deceleration of movement over time). The

colour-coded vector at the bottom of the figure represents the 3 (of 41) randomly selected AUs that make up the stimulus on

this illustrative experimental trial. We then applied the random facial animation to one of eight neutral-expression face

identities using the procedure described in Yu et al. (2012). Mental representations e Observers categorized each random

facial animation according to the six basic emotion categories (plus “don't know”) and rated the emotional intensity on a

five-point scale. Observers will interpret the random facial animation as a meaningful facial expression (here, “disgust,”

“medium intensity”) when the facial movements correspond to the observer's mental representation of that facial

expression.
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disgust, sadness and surprise (Rossion et al., 2003). However

her performance was collapsed across the expressions pre-

sentedwithin a block and shewas normal for the second block

testing disgust, sadness and surprise (Rossion et al., 2003).

Therefore, we had to assess PS's categorization accuracy of

static facial expressions properly by using a 7AFC task

(Experiment 1). PS is able to draw correctly a schematic face

and perfectly points out all the single features and estimates

age in the normal range. This latter result contrasts with her

inability to recognize previously seen or familiar faces and to

match unfamiliar faces, including changes of viewpoints

(Rossion et al., 2003). As reported by Rossion et al. (2003) she is

ranked as highly impaired on the Benton Face Matching Test

(Benton & Van Allen, 1972) scoring 27/54 (percentile 1). She is
also impaired on the Short Recognition Memory Test for

Faces, a set of the Camden Memory Tests (Warrington, 1984)

scoring 18/25 (percentile 3). When confronted with the pic-

tures of 60 famous people (all known by the patient), she was

able to classify 14 of them as familiar, and correctly classified

all the unfamiliar ones (Rossion et al., 2003). Nevertheless,

when asked to report the individual names of the faces clas-

sified as familiar, as well as their semantic information, she

was correct for only four of them. Finally, PS has been tested

extensively with simultaneous and delayed face and non-face

(cars and novel objects) matching tasks in previous studies

(Rossion et al., 2003). Although she is consistently impaired

and slowed down for the face conditions, her performance

with the non-face objects is in the normal range. Given the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015


Table 1 e Recognition accuracy of PS and age-matched
controls on Ekman and Friesen's facial expression
recognition test. PS showed impaired recognition of anger,
fear, surprise and sad compared to healthy controls.

PS Age-matched controls

Score % Modified t-test Mean % SD %

Ekman and Friesen (1978)

Anger 36.33 �4.38* 71.95 8.46

Disgust 88.55 1.53 79.45 6.16

Happy 97.78 .55 96.11 3.12

Neutral 79.17 1.47 72.40 4.77

Fear 45.67 �2.41* 67.22 9.30

Surprise 48.89 �2.69* 70.00 8.16

Sad 47.22 �3.27* 70.00 7.24

*p < .05.
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restriction of her deficit to the face category and that PS is

alert, cooperative, and without any learning difficulties

(Caldara et al., 2005) she represents an ideal case to isolate the

nature of the facial information extracted by an impaired face

system for the processing of facial expressions.

2.2. Control participants

The age-matched healthy observers who voluntarily took part

in our experiments had normal or corrected to normal vision

with no neurological or psychiatric history. The number of

healthy observers and their age is reported in the method

section of each experiment. For all our experiments, PS as well

as the control participants signed a consent form describing

the main goals of our experiments. The Ethical Committee of

the Department of Psychology of the University of Fribourg

approved all the studies reported here.
3. Experiments

3.1. Preliminary experiment: categorization of the six
classic facial expressions of emotion

We first assessed categorization accuracy of static facial ex-

pressions using a standard set of posed facial expression

stimuli e the Pictures of Facial Affect series (POFA) (Ekman &

Friesen, 1976, 1978).

3.1.1. Material and methods
3.1.1.1. CONTROL PARTICIPANTS. Twelve age-matched healthy

control subjects (8 female) participated in the experiment

(mean age ¼ 59.41; SD ¼ 3.98).

3.1.1.2. STIMULI. We selected seven posed facial expression

images from 22 identities (11 female) e one per emotion

category (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, sad, and

neutral) e from the Pictures of Facial Affect (POFA) database

(Ekman & Friesen, 1976, 1978). The pictures were in grayscale

and not cropped.

3.1.1.3. PROCEDURE. Observers categorized each stimulus ac-

cording to emotion (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, sad

and neutral) in a 7AFC task using a computer keyboard in

which we labelled the keys accordingly. Each image was pre-

sented for 2000 msec in random order in the centre of the

observers' visual field with 30 repetitions of each expression,

resulting in a total of 210 trials. Faces subtended a visual angle

of 9.54� (vertical) and 8.11� (horizontal) on the screen.

3.1.2. Results and discussion
To determine whether PS's average accuracy is significantly

different from that of the age-matched healthy participants,

we used amodified independent samples t-test for single case

studies (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2002). The statistical level of

significance is p < .05. As shown in Table 1, PS's categorization
of static, posed, FACS-coded facial expressions is significantly

impaired for anger [t(11) ¼ �4.38, p < .05], fear [t(11) ¼ �2.41,

p < .05], surprise [t(11) ¼ �2.69, p < .05] and sad [t(11) ¼ �3.27,

p < .05] compared to the age-matched healthy controls.
3.2. Experiment 1 e reconstructing PS's dynamic mental
models of facial expressions of emotion

Using a novel method, we modelled the 3D dynamic mental

representations of the six facial expressions plus neutral of PS

and control participants, by using the FACS-based

GFG computer graphics platform and a reverse correlation

technique.

3.2.1. Material and methods
3.2.1.1. CONTROL PARTICIPANTS. Five healthy age-matched con-

trols (3 women) participated in the experiment (mean

age ¼ 60.2; SD ¼ 3.27).

3.2.1.2. STIMULI. Using the GFG (Jack, Garrod, et al., 2012; Yu

et al., 2012) we synthesized a series of photorealistic facial

animations by randomly selecting a subset of groups of

muscles moving in synergy on the face e AUs (Ekman &

Friesen, 1976, 1978). Practically, they were measured and

modelled in 4D (3D face plus time), from themapping of actors

trained by Ekman to produce them. Existing as mathematical

models in the GFG, we can animate each AU over time inde-

pendently, using 6 temporal parameters (onset, acceleration,

peak amplitude, peak latency, deceleration, offset) (see Fig. 1

and Movie C1 for an example stimulus).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015.

Each animation is displayed on one of 8 unfamiliar 3D

photorealistic white Caucasian face identities (4 female),

which were acquired with a 3D photorealistic capture system

(Dimensional Imaging). On any given trial, the GFG selects

amongst the 41 core AUs a subsample of AUs using a binomial

distribution (n ¼ 5, p ¼ .6, median ¼ 3). The mental repre-

sentation of each facial expression was then modelled for

each observer by reverse correlating the random AUs and

their temporal parameters with the observer's emotion re-

sponses. This technique has been validated in previous

studies (Gill, Garrod, Jack, & Schyns, 2014; Jack, Caldara, et al.,

2012; Jack, Garrod, et al., 2012).

3.2.1.3. PROCEDURE. The experiment consisted in 12 sessions

of 4 blocks that ran on a computer using a program written

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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with Adobe Flash. Each block included 50 trials, consisting of

4D facial animations (3D þ time) displaying a random subset

of AUs movements. All the observers categorized a total of

2400 of such animations, comprising 30 frames (24 frames/

second) of 1.25 sec duration. The facial animations sub-

tended approximately 9.54� (vertically) and 6.68� (horizon-

tally) of visual angle. On each trial, observers viewed the

facial animation and categorized it according to the 6 classic

emotions: happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and sad and a

“don't know” response. Furthermore, observers rated the

intensity of emotion perceived on a 5 point-rating scale

(“Very weak”, to “Very strong”). We adapted the response to

our senior population using the Geneva Emotion Wheel

(GEW) introduced by Scherer (2005). We labelled the emotion

categories in the outer boundaries of a circle, with the “don't
know” response option in the centre. Additionally, we used 5

circles gradually increasing from the centre towards the

respective emotional category placed on the border to allow

participants to report the intensity of the perceived facial

expression. Observers navigated with a mouse to select the

basic emotion and its intensity. We did not provide feedback

and did not place any time pressure on participants

(including PS) to respond. All of the observers were familiar

with using a computer and did not have difficulty with this

interface. The whole experiment lasted for about 6 h, over a

period of 6 weeks.

3.2.2. Results
3.2.2.1. REPRESENTATION OF THE SIX BASIC EMOTIONS. For each

participant, we modelled their mental representations of the

six basic emotions, by reverse correlating the AUs randomly

selected on each trial with the responses of the observers. For

each observer, this resulted in a 41-dimensional (one dimen-

sion per AU) ON/OFF vector, with ON AUs being significantly

correlated with an emotion category. The p-value of .05 was

used to determine whether the correlation coefficient be-

tween each AU's presence or absence and the participant's
emotional response was significantly larger than zero. For the

final models only those AUs whose correlation coefficient was

significantly larger than zero were displayed, but the regres-

sion coefficients for each AU were not affected by whether or

not other AU were deemed significantly correlated or not. We

then regressed for each ON AU, the six temporal parameters

with the intensity responses of observers to model the acti-

vation dynamics (Jack, Caldara, et al., 2012; Jack, Garrod, et al.,

2012; Yu et al., 2012). Figs. 2 and 3 report the results. Fig. 2 il-

lustrates the static version of the dynamic stimuli, computed

by collapsing the highest amplitude of each AU involved in the

models of the “Very Strong” intensity judgement. Fig. 3 rep-

resents a static rendering of the facial parts that move (with

amplitude of movement represented in millimetres).

Figs. 2 and 3 convey that the models of PS are within the

range of those of controls. That is, for each individual

expression, at least one control is very similar to that of PS

(e.g., as Fig. 3 reveals PS's “happy” is similar to all controls,

“surprise” to control 5, “fear” to 5 again, “disgust” to at least

control 3, “anger” to control 4 and “sad” to control number 3).

Movie 2 presents the 4D dynamic version of the mental

models of PS and Movies 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 those of the 5 control

subjects”. To test whether the patients' AUs preferences for
each emotion fell within the normal range of the population

we computed Pearson correlations between each of the pa-

tient's AUs ON/OFF vectors and the corresponding vectors for

the control group (Table 2, column 1).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015.

A permutation test confirmed that the 95% confidence in-

terval of the expected correlation (between any control and

the remaining controls, Table 2, column 2) for the null hy-

pothesis (Patient ¼ Controls) contained the correlation be-

tween the patient and controls for each of the six emotions.

Table 2, column 3 contains the difference between the

patientecontrols correlations and the mean of the permuta-

tion test correlations expressed as Z-scores. PS fell in the

normal range for AU preference. Fig. 3 represents a static

rendering of the facial parts that move (with amplitude of

movement represented in millimetres) for every expression

and observer e the deviation maps.

3.2.3. Discussion
The reconstructed mental models of PS show that her repre-

sentations of facial expressions are comparable to those of the

age-matched controls. Of interest, PS uses information from

the eye region to represent basic emotions as demonstrated

by the analysis on the deviation maps. These results conflict

with her inability to accurately categorize most of the static,

posed facial expressions of the Ekman and Friesen (1978) face

database (i.e., anger, fear, surprise and sad). How can we

reconcile such a discrepancy?

3.3. Experiment 2 e assessing categorization of facial
expressions of emotion with PS's static and dynamic
reconstructed mental models

To clarify our previous observations, we carried out a verifi-

cation task in which we presented PS and a new group of age-

matched controls with static and dynamic mental models of

the patient, and asked all observers to categorize the facial

expressions of these stimuli.

3.3.1. Material and methods
3.3.1.1. CONTROL PARTICIPANTS. A new group of 10 age-matched

controls (6 women) and PS participated in the experiment

(mean age ¼ 58.4; SD ¼ 4.19).

3.3.1.2. STIMULI

3.3.1.2.1. STATIC RECONSTRUCTED MODELS. This experiment

comprised static and dynamic versions of the same facial

expressions. That is, for each dynamic 4D model (3D þ time),

we created a static version by collapsing time, keeping only

the highest amplitude of each AU involved in the model (see

Fig. 2 and Movies 2 & 3 for examples). We used PS's mental

models of each of the basic emotions (happy, surprise, fear,

disgust, anger and sad) at three levels of intensity (low, me-

dium and high). The judgement of intensity was only kept to

maintain attention and provide observers with a fine-grained

scale, but its analysis is beyond the scope of the present work.

This resulted in 18 facial expressions presented 6 times, for a

given total of 108 images. The faces were subtending the same

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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Fig. 2 e PS's and controls' reconstructed mental models of happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and sad. Positive correlation

coefficients between active Action Units and emotional responses are represented as AU intensity. Active AUs for a given

observer and emotion correspond to those whose correlation coefficient is significantly greater than zero (p < .05, one-

tailed). Rows e observer (top row PS, bottom rows controls). Columns e emotion (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, sad).

c o r t e x 6 5 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 5 0e6 456
visual angles as in the previous experiment and were pre-

sented for 1250 msec.

3.3.1.2.2. DYNAMIC RECONSTRUCTED MODELS. Each dynamic

facial expression consisted of 30 frames (24 frames/second)

and lasted for 1250 msec. The facial animations and their

static version were covering the same visual angle of the

previous experiment.

3.3.1.3. PROCEDURE

3.3.1.3.1. STATIC RECONSTRUCTED MODELS. The stimuli were

presented in a random order, one at a time on the computer

screen. PS and the controls were instructed to categorize each
stimulus as accurately as possible by pressing one of six

labelled keys on the computer keyboard (one per expression).

No feedback was provided.

3.3.1.3.2. DYNAMIC RECONSTRUCTED MODELS. We used 12 ani-

mations for each emotion (4 per intensity) for a total of 72

trials. These animations were taken from the same identities

used for the static presentation. After each presentation, ob-

servers categorized the dynamic facial expression according

to the six classic emotions (i.e., happy, surprise, fear, disgust,

anger and sad), as accurately as possible by pressing one of six

labelled keyboard keys (one per expression). No feedback was

provided.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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Fig. 3 e Deviation maps of PS's and controls' reconstructed mental models of happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, and sad.

Colour scale represents peak magnitude of facial movement relative to neutral over the course of the expression at the

corresponding position on the face. Facial movements are combinations of active AUs weighted by positive Pearson

correlation coefficients (negative correlations are not shown) with emotional responses. Active AUs for a given observer and

emotion correspond to those whose correlation coefficient is significantly greater than zero (p < .05, one-tailed). Rows e

observer (top row PS, bottom rows controls). Columns e emotion (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, sad).

c o r t e x 6 5 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 5 0e6 4 57
3.3.2. Results and discussion
3.3.2.1. STATIC AND DYNAMIC RECONSTRUCTED MODELS. PS could not

categorize the static version of many of her own mental

models of facial expressions (see Fig. 4).

As shown in Table 3, PS was significantly impaired in the

recognition of static images of her own mental models of

anger [t(9) ¼ �2.04, p < .05], disgust [t(9) ¼ �3.008, p < .05] and

surprise [t(9) ¼�2.57, p < .05]. In contrast, controls categorized

the static models of PS successfully, with the exception of

“fear.”

In addition, PS categorized her own dynamic mental

models (with the exception of fear) without difficulty. She was

perfectly accurate for “anger, disgust, happiness, surprise and

sad”. A one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was performed to examine whether dynamic
presentations facilitated performance for controls in the same

way as for PS. There was no significant effect of display pre-

sentation (static vs dynamic) [F(1,18) ¼ .74, p ¼ .4] and no sig-

nificant interaction of emotion � display presentation

[F(1,18) ¼ .14, p ¼ .98].

3.4. Experiment 3 e assessing categorization of facial
expressions of average static and dynamic reconstructed
mental models

To verify whether PS's ability to categorize dynamic emotional

expressions is restricted to the recognition of the expressions

reconstructed from her mental model, we assessed her ability

to categorize average static and dynamic reconstructedmental

models. Given the limited number of mental models from

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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Table 3 e Percentage accuracy score of PS and age-
matched controls for PS's static and dynamic reconstructed
mental models. The scores are given for the recognition of
anger, disgust, happy, fear, surprise and sad. (Experiment
2).

PS Age-matched controls

Score % Modified t-test Mean % SD %

Static reconstructed model

Anger 16.67 �2.04* 80.03 32.19

Disgust 25.00 �3.008* 90.00 22.49

Happy 86.11 �1.04 96.67 10.54

Fear 8.33 �.05 10.00 31.62

Surprise 25.00 �2.57* 83.33 23.57

Sad 41.67 �.80 73.33 40.98

Dynamic reconstructed model

Anger 100 .56 81.67 33.75

Disgust 100 .49 93.33 14.05

Happy 100 .33 96.67 10.54

Fear 17 e 0 0

Surprise 100 .76 74.97 34.52

Sad 100 .85 68.27 38.95

*p < .05.

Table 2 e For each expression, Pearson correlations
between PS's ON/OFF AU vectors and age-matched
controls (column1). Permutations of one controlwith other
controls produced the expected correlations (column 2). Z-
score difference between patientecontrols correlations
and the expected correlations (column 3). None of those
differences was significant.

PS versus Age-matched controls,
Pearson correlations

PS versus
Controls

Expected
correlation

Z-scored
difference

Static reconstructed model

Anger .3028 .2020 .9096

Disgust .4131 .3585 .3630

Happy .5027 .5679 �.8744

Fear .0175 .0745 �.4265

Surprise .4185 .3638 .5040

Sad .1040 .1053 �.0096
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healthy controls in the present experiment, we reconstructed

an average mental model by using the data of 30 Westerner

observers of our previous study (Jack, Garrod, et al., 2012). In

line with experiment 2, this comprised the categorization of

static and dynamic versions of the same facial expressions.

3.4.1. Material and methods
3.4.1.1. CONTROL PARTICIPANTS. PS and 12 age-matched control

subjects (7 women) took part in this experiment (mean

age ¼ 59; SD ¼ 3.71).

3.4.1.2. STIMULI

3.4.1.2.1. AVERAGE STATIC AND DYNAMIC 4D MENTAL MODELS. We

used an average of the mental models of 30 Westerners for

each of the basic emotions (Jack, Garrod, et al., 2012), all
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presenting the highest level of intensity. We then rendered

these models on 10 Caucasian actors (5 female). The faces

were randomly expressing the six basic emotional expres-

sions of fear, happy, anger, disgust, sad and surprise. As in the

previous experiment, we created a static version of the

averagemodels by collapsing the time factor and keeping only

the highest amplitude of each AU involved in the model (see

Fig. 5). All observerswere required to categorize both the static

and dynamic facial expressions of the stimuli. We then

randomly sampled 10 times all the mental models of each of

the basic emotions (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and
isgust Anger Sad

ssion

Static
Dynamic

ppy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and sad, from her static

f fear, PS showed the maximum accuracy score of 100% for
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Fig. 5 e Average static reconstructed mental model for the expressions of happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and sad. The

static version of the average models was created by collapsing the time factor and keeping only the highest amplitude of

each AU involved in the model.
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sad) on each face, which resulted in a total of 60 trials in both

the static and dynamic conditions. The faces subtended the

same visual angle as in the previous experiment and each

stimulus was presented for 1250 msec in random order at the

centre of the screen.

3.4.1.3. PROCEDURE. We followed the same procedure as the

one in experiment 2.

3.4.2. Results and discussion
PS was impaired in categorizing the static emotions of fear

[t(11)¼�2.15, p < .05], aswell as sad [t(11)¼�2.70, p < .05] from

average mental models compared to the age-matched healthy

control observers (see Table 4).

However, PS was accurate for categorizing all the dynamic

emotions. Of interest, her performance for decoding fear from

the dynamic average of healthy mental models was

preserved.

For the controls, a repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a

statistically significant main effect of the presentation (static

vs dynamic) [F(1, 22) ¼ 9.48, p < .05], reflecting that the average
Table 4 e Percentage accuracy score of PS and age-
matched controls for average static and dynamic
reconstructed mental models. The scores are given for the
recognition of anger, disgust, happy, fear, surprise and
sad. (Experiment 3).

PS Age-matched controls

Score % Modified t-test Mean % SD %

Static reconstructed models

Anger 53.33 �.20 60.00 �.20

Disgust 76.67 �.23 80.83 �.23

Happy 90.00 �1.72 97.50 �1.72

Fear 33.33 �2.15* 71.67 �2.15

Surprise 40.00 �.05 39.17 .05

Sad 56.57 �2.70* 78.33 �2.70

Dynamic reconstructed models

Anger 90 .40 79.17 25.39

Disgust 100 1.21 73.33 21.03

Happy 100 .41 98.33 3.89

Fear 90 .60 75.00 23.93

Surprise 100 .75 89.17 13.79

Sad 100 .66 86.66 19.23

*p < .05.
performance with dynamic presentations was higher

(M ¼ 83.61%, SD ¼ 9.55%) than with static ones (M ¼ 71.25%,

SD ¼ 19.94%). A highly significant emotion � presentation

interaction [F(1, 22) ¼ 7.45, p < .001], indicated that accuracy

scores for dynamic presentations were higher for some emo-

tions, but not for others. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that this

effect was driven only by ‘surprise’, which was significantly

higher with the dynamic presentation (M ¼ 89.17%,

SD ¼ 13.79%) than with its static version (M ¼ 39.17%,

SD ¼ 17.30%) [t(11) ¼ 7.54, p < .001].
4. General discussion

Influential theoretical (Bruce & Young, 1986) and neuroana-

tomical (Haxby et al., 2000) models of face processing have

suggested the existence of distinct cortical pathways for face

identification and expression categorization, a view that has

also been challenged (Calder & Young, 2005). The main goal of

the present study was to clarify whether the face information

of identity and emotional expression categorization tap into

common or distinct representational systems. To tackle this

issue, brain-damaged patients can be very informative, as

from their lesions, their specific behavioural impairments and

information use it is possible to infer the critical role played by

the damaged regions in the healthy operating system.We first

assessed the ability of PS e an acquired case of pure proso-

pagnosia e to categorize static facial expressions. PS was

impaired for many facial expressions of the Ekman and Frie-

sen's faces. Secondly, we modelled her mental representa-

tions of happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger and sad. Our

overarching goal was thus to map out the facial features used

by the patient to achieve this biologically relevant task, given

that we previously reported a suboptimal use of themouth for

face identification in the same patient (Caldara et al., 2005).

Surprisingly, her dynamic mental models of facial expressions

revealed an appropriate use of all facial features and Action

Units (AUs e facial muscles), for all facial expressions, with

the exception of fear. Since PS is using more than the mouth

during this task, these results suggest that the mental repre-

sentations of facial expressions are anatomically separate, or

they are common but can be accessed from a distinct (cortical)

route from face identification, as shown in memory models

(Banks, 2000). Regardless of either potential explanation, our

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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data support the view of a discrete (neural) coding for

expression and identity.

The normal representations of dynamic facial expressions

in PS, coupled with the impairment in the categorization of

many of the static Ekman faces, came as a surprise to us and

raised unexpected novel questions. How could PS have

appropriate dynamic models of facial expressions and not be

able to recognize them when presented in static images? We

thus designed subsequent verification tasks in which the pa-

tient was asked to categorize her and average static and dynamic

reconstructed mental models of facial expressions of

emotion. These experiments revealed a clear-cut dissociation.

PS was selectively impaired in the categorization ofmany facial

expressions of her and the average static reconstructed

models. In stark contrast, she excelled with the very same

dynamic models, a pattern of results that can be explained by

her particular set of lesions. Moreover, in general, this result

points to the use of dynamic stimuli as being critical in he

assessment of facial expression recognition with brain-

damaged patients and questions the sole use of static face

images to this aim. We now discuss in turn each of these

findings and their implications.
4.1. Does the face system rely on common or distinct
representations for identity and expression?

In order to investigate whether facial identity and expression

decoding is tapping into common or distinct representational

systems, we mapped out the different facial features/AUs

used by a pure case of acquired prosopagnosia to categorize

facial expressions. PS showed abnormal performance in cat-

egorizing most of the classic facial expressions (i.e., anger,

fear, surprise and sad) of the well known Ekman and Friesen

database (Ekman & Friesen, 1976, 1978), whereas the age-

matched control group showed normal range performance

(Calder et al., 2003). The analysis of the reconstructed models

clearly revealed that PS is comparable to the age-matched

control observers and uses similar facial muscles (i.e., AUs)

and similar temporal dynamics to represent the six classic

emotions. Thus, contrary to our previous observations for face

recognition (Caldara et al., 2005), PS used all facial features/

AUs to reconstruct facial expressions, favouring the view of

distinct representations for expression and identity.1 In line

with these positions, neuroimaging studies have shown that

the fusiform gyrus is sensitive both to facial identity and facial

expression information (e.g., Cohen Kadosh, Henson, Cohen

Kadosh, Johnson, & Dick, 2010; Fox, Moon, Iaria, & Barton,

2009; Narumoto, Okada, Sadato, Fukui, & Yonekura, 2001).

Calder (2011) suggested that the fusiform gyrus contributes

primarily to the analysis of the visual form of faces for both

tasks, whereas the pSTS would be involved in the coding of

the changeable aspects of faces (Haxby et al., 2000). PS would

thus rely on the fusiform gyrus during face identification and
1 According to this scenario, it could be possible that there are
shared mechanisms represented in a multiple node network,
with nodes being responsible for the processing of identity and
others for the recognition of facial expressions. Some of the
nodes related to face identification would be strongly damaged in
PS.
the pSTS during facial expression recognition. This explana-

tion could be partially accounted by a previous neuroimaging

study using a neural adaptation paradigm with the patient.

Schiltz et al. (2006) showed that contrary to normal observers,

the neural activations of PS's right fusiform gyrus could not

discriminate between the repetition of identical and different

faces. This result suggests that the fine-grained visual form

analysis necessary to effectively perform face identification

requires the integrity of the face network and/or an optimal

use of all the facial features. In contrast, the pSTS is

anatomically and functionally spared in PS (Sorger et al., 2007)

and could account for her normal facial information use for

facial expression categorization. Despite favouring this view,

we cannot completely and firmly rule out an alternative sce-

nario in which the face system has a common set of repre-

sentations, as the access could occur from distinct cortical

pathways e one for face identification (through the inferior

occipital gyrus) and one for expressions (through the pSTS).

Importantly, both explanations suggest the existence of a

discrete coding for expression and identity, and a future

neuroimaging study is necessary to provide a clear-cut picture

of those scenarios and precisely isolate the brain regions

dedicated to the decoding of static and dynamic faces in PS, for

both face identity and expression categorization.

On a general note, the use of dynamic reverse correlation

techniques represents a unique tool for the understanding of

patient impairments and their rehabilitation. For instance,

growing studies indicate that schizophrenic patients are

impaired in the recognition of the six basic facial emotional

expressions (e.g., Kohler, Bilker, Hagendoorn, Gur,&Gur, 2000;

Kohler et al., 2003; Kohler, Turner, Gur, & Gur, 2004; Martin,

Baudouin, Tiberghien, & Franck, 2005; Sachs, Steger-Wuchse,

Kryspin-Exner, Gur, & Katschnig, 2004). A selective impair-

ment in recognizing fear and disgust has also been shown for

unaffected relatives (Mendoza et al., 2011). Revealing the

precise (defective) facial information use in these populations

might help to tailor rehabilitation-training programs. Gaze-

contingent eye tracking paradigms (Caldara, Zhou, & Miellet,

2010; Miellet, Caldara, & Schyns, 2011; Miellet, He, Zhou, Lao,

& Caldara, 2012) will be well suited for this scope, as they

can force the viewing of a particular diagnostic features dur-

ing a categorization task (see also Adolphs et al. 2005), hope-

fully improving performance.

4.2. Advantage in decoding dynamic facial expression
in prosopagnosia

Our study clearly points to an advantage in decoding dynamic

versus static images for the categorization of facial expres-

sions in PS only. Dynamic facial expressions provide observers

with richer, unique and ecologically valid representations,

which should facilitate their processing (e.g., Giard &

Peronnet, 1999; Johnston et al., 2013; LaBar, Crupain,

Voyvodic, & McCarthy, 2003; Paulmann, Jessen, & Kotz, 2009;

Sato, Kochiyama, Yoshikawa, Naito, & Matsumura, 2004;

Trautmann, Fehr, & Herrmann, 2009). However, the advan-

tage in the processing of dynamic over static emotional

stimuli in healthy observers is controversial (for a review see,

Fiorentini & Viviani, 2011). Some studies have showed an

advantage (e.g., Ambadar, Schooler, & Cohn, 2005;

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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Cunningham & Wallraven, 2009; Giard & Peronnet, 1999;

Knappmeyer, Thornton, & Bulthoff, 2003; Paulmann et al.,

2009; Wehrle, Kaiser, Schmidt, & Scherer, 2000), whereas

others have revealed that the benefits of dynamic properties

in processing facial information might be minimal (e.g., Gold

et al., 2013) or inexistent (e.g., Fiorentini & Viviani, 2011). A

study by Palermo et al. (2011) also revealed that congenital

prosopagnosic patients showed normal recognition of static

facial expressions but less efficient andweaker holistic coding

for both identity and expressions. These results suggest that

compensatory strategies could play a role in the normal

recognition of static facial expressions and that the perceptual

representations of identity and expression may not be sepa-

rate at all stages. But more importantly, this observation can

be accounted for by the set of lesions in the patient PS. It has

been recently shown that the right inferior occipital gyrus e

anatomically damaged in PS e is causally engaged in the

processing of static face images (Pitcher et al., 2014) and ex-

pressions (Pitcher, 2014). On the contrary, the pSTS e

anatomically spared in PSe has been related to the processing

of dynamic faces (Pitcher et al., 2014) and expressions (Pitcher,

2014). Consequently, our data suggest that the inferior occip-

ital gyrus plays a critical role in the decoding of static facial

expressions (as the patient shows an impairment), but the

pSTS is sufficient to effectively decode facial expressions from

dynamic visual inputs (for which the patient shows normal

performance). Greater responses for dynamic compared to

static facial expressions have been found in the fusiform

gyrus and the pSTS in the right hemisphere (e.g., Johnston

et al., 2013; Kessler et al., 2011; LaBar et al., 2003; Sato et al.,

2004; Schultz & Pilz, 2009), as well as the visual motion area

in occipitotemporal regions (more commonly referred to as

V5/MT) (Johnston et al., 2013). Our observations also reinforce

the existence of a direct and functionally distinct cortical

pathway connecting the early visual cortex to the pSTS, which

would not require structural information from the right infe-

rior occipital gyrus (since this region is damaged in PS) to

decode expressions effectively. This advantage for directly

processing dynamic visual inputs seems to be specific to facial

expressions, as the patient cannot recover identity through

dynamic visual information in everyday life. However, this

hypothesis remains to be clarified with a future functional

neuroimaging study measuring the extent to which the acti-

vations observed in the pSTS in PS (Sorger et al., 2007) would

be significantly modulated by the presentations of dynamic

faces, as well as static facial expressions.

Our results also feed the debate of the dynamic versus

static advantage with new data, by suggesting that dynamic

information might give an advantage to patients only. In fact,

our results are in line with those by Humphreys et al. (1993)

with an agnostic patient. This patient was impaired at iden-

tifying facial identity and facial expressions when exposed to

static images, whereas he was performing normally when

asked to judge a subset of facial expressions (i.e., smiling,

frowning, or surprise) and gender from dynamic faces

animated by light dots. However, whether this agnostic pa-

tient could correctly categorize all the basic facial expressions

and his fine-grained information use was not assessed. In

spite of these methodological and theoretical differences, the

observation that emerges from both studies is that the
recognition of emotions seems to imply a complex mecha-

nism being facilitated by dynamic information. In fact, pa-

tients suffering from depression or schizophrenia also benefit

from dynamic presentation of facial emotional expressions

(e.g., Atkinson, Dittrich, Gemmell, & Young, 2004; Kan,

Mimura, Kamijima, & Kawamura, 2004; Schaefer, Baumann,

Rich, Luckenbaugh, & Zarate, 2010). Dynamic stimuli contain

information that cannot be completely rendered by static

representations and force the observers to shift their attention

to different facial features. This might enhance attention and

motor simulations particularly in fragile or neurologically

impaired face systems, explaining increased performance for

dynamic faces in those populations.

We should acknowledge that we did not objectively assess

whether the amount of physical information conveyed by

static and dynamic stimuli is identical or different for facial

expressions categorization. We therefore cannot completely

rule out the hypothesis that temporal properties provide a

wealth of information that cannot be completely rendered by

static facial cues. Interestingly, Gold et al., 2013 have shown

that dynamic stimuli do not seem to provide additional in-

formation for the recognition of facial expressions than what

is already offered by static facial cues in normal observers, by

measuring the amount of information carried by static and

dynamic facial expressions. In our study we created a static

version of the stimuli by keeping only the highest amplitudes

of each AU involved in the model, a procedure that should

have led to the representation of ‘optimal’ static signals. In

fact, by using a comparable approach, Fiorentini and Viviani

(2011) have shown the absence of an advantage between the

categorization of static and dynamic facial expressions in

normal observers. In linewith those results, our findings show

equal performance for our healthy control observers between

static and dynamic stimuli, with the exception of surprise.

Thus, PS's ability to correctly categorize dynamic facial ex-

pressions does not seem to stem from the physical informa-

tion available, but rather from an adequate psychological

ability to make use of this information; a process that is most

probably occurring in the pSTS.

4.3. The special case of “fear”

Our results support the hypothesis of a defective processing of

fear in brain-damaged patients. PS was strongly impaired in

recognizing the dynamic facial expressions of fear from her

mental model, the static version from Ekman and Friesen's
faces, and average mental model. It is worth pointing out that

our age-matched control group showed an effective catego-

rization of emotions from PS's static and dynamic recon-

structed models, for all facial expressions but fear. This

observation suggests defective internal representations for

this expression in the patient. However, when PS was stimu-

lated by optimal fear dynamic inputs (i.e., the average dynamic

mental models) she achieved correct categorization.

The impairment for fear categorization with static images

resonates with findings obtained with another brain-damaged

patient. Adolphs et al. (2005) found selective impairment in fear

recognition with a patient presenting bilateral damage of the

amygdala: SM. SM did not spontaneously use the eyes during

fear decoding in static images, but the mouth, which resulted

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.11.015
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in impairment in fear recognition. SM was able to categorize

fear only when forced to look at the diagnostic region for this

expression: the eye (Smith et al., 2005). Similarly, the analysis

comparing PS'smodel for fear with the Ekmanmodel showed a

clear tendency to emphasize information from the mouth re-

gion in PS, compared to the eyes. However, PS's lesions are

anatomically sparing the amygdala (Sorger et al., 2007) and

cannot account for this deficit. In fact, Adolphs (2013) suggests

that the processing of fear involves a complex distributed

network featuring interactions among diverse cortical regions,

rather than a single, localized “fear center”. Very little is how-

ever known about which structures play a key role in this brain

circuit and how these different regions interact together. Thus,

PS's selective impairment in fear recognition could also stem

from her brain lesions, micro-lesions such as axonal shearing

(Sorger et al., 2007) or the missing interactions between her

lesions and other cortical structures.

PS's impairment for fearmight also appear in contrastwith a

previous fMRI result on her emotional attention (Peelen, Lucas,

Mayer,&Vuilleumier, 2009). In a visual search task, a target face

was presented among an array of distractor faces. The target

differed from the distractor either by identity, identity and

emotional expression (fear or happy), or identity and colour. PS

and the controls showed a faster detection for fear and happy

compared to the neutral face conditions. PS showed also a

similar advantage for fear in a second change detection task,

detecting significantly more changes when the changed face

was fearful, as compared to when it was neutral. This behav-

ioural pattern of results was parallelled with according neural

responses biases indicating emotional attention in the brain

areas coding for faces, suggesting a normal processing for fear.

However, paying attention to a particular facial expression of

emotion does not necessarily involve an explicit correct cate-

gorization for this expression. PS could have reached this

pattern of results by using low-level cues distinguishing fear

from neutral or happy signals, as she is relatively preserved for

those expressions. PS's deficit for fear might also be clarified by

recording her brain activation during the decoding of her and

average models with in a future neuroimaging study.
5. Conclusions

The adequate categorization of facial expressions is a critical

feature for adaptive social interactions. Our general goal was to

understand whether face information used for identity and

emotional expression categorization tap into common or

distinct representational systems.We isolated information use

for facial expressions in a pure case of acquired prosopagnosia

with a lesion encompassing the right inferior occipital gyrus.

PS's reconstructedmentalmodels showed a normal use of all of

the face features and muscles (i.e., AUs of the FACS coding

system) for the representation of facial expressions, with the

exception of fear. This is in stark contrast with the suboptimal

information she uses for retrieving face identity (i.e., themouth

and the external contours). These data suggest that the face

system does not rely on a unique representational system to

code face features for identity and expression, or at least it

relies on distinct cortical pathways to access them, flexibly

adapting to visual and task constraints. In addition, our
observations indicate that those cortical routes are modulated

by the use of dynamic information, which facilitates the cor-

rect categorization of facial expressions in the patient. The

inferior occipital gyrus plays a critical role for the decoding of

static images, and the patient presents a selective impairment

in the decoding of static expressions. On the contrary, the pa-

tient shows normal performance to effectively decode facial

expressions from dynamic faces. The pSTS, which is spared in

the patient, would be sufficient to effectively achieve this task.

This result reinforces the view of the existence of a cortical

pathway carrying out directly face signals from the early visual

cortex to the pSTS, thus providing novel insights on the normal

face operating system. Altogether, our data question also the

conclusions obtained with patients by using unnatural static

images and emphasize the need for a future neuroimaging

study on the same patient to consolidate and provide a fine-

grained picture of the present findings.
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